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Riding in the clouds

	 YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=NtsbAEJkjYo 

The final bike ride before heading to Cambodia tonight. Just a bit different weather than Becky and I will experience in a couple

days; mid-40s and heavy fog, vs 89-92 degrees in Siem Reap and likely even more damp due to humidity. But those bike rides begin

Friday; today it was one last ride around the park (OK, just an expression, and since Tuesday we didn't go "through" the park so

maybe it's accurate) before heading to work, home for a shower, then off to the airport to catch a 10:40pm flight to Singapore.

Did I mention it's a 17 hour flight? 17 hours, 20 minutes actually. Then 6 hours in Singapore, followed by a short 2 hour flight to

Siem Reap aka Angkor Wat. We leave on a Tuesday and arrive on a Thursday???!!! On the other hand, flying home, we end up

arriving before we left. Figure that one out.

Friday will be an afternoon ride through the back roads with a temple sighting or two; Saturday will be a long day on the bike seeing

Angkor Wat, the famous "Tom Raider" temple, and everything in-between. Sunday will be a combination of cycling and kayaking

on the big lake nearby. Monday, a "food" tour hitting up the places serving only the fanciest fried crickets, snake meats and

who-knows-what-else. Haven't planned Tuesday morning yet; we leave at 4pm to fly to Singapore, staying overnight at planning to

eat at one of their famous "Hawker Centres." The sort of place Anthony Bourdain likes to head to. Then Wednesday morning,

Singapore to LA (an even-slightly-longer flight than SFO-Singapore) and then the short flight home.

It will be a lot of fun. Just have to get Becky to believe you can fly in a metal tube for 17 hours and still come out alive at the other

end.
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